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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

The Boeing Loop Resistance Tester (LRT) is used to measure the resistance of cable shielding on aircraft and
other systems. The LRT is certified to UL913 specifications for use in Division I, Class 1, Group D, and
hazardous locations.

1.2 Scope

The purpose of this drawing is to provide a procedure for calibrating the Loop Resistance Tester, 906-10247-
2. Also included in this procedure are steps required to maintain the password, which is used to enable the
calibration sequence.

1.3 The Approach of the Test Procedure

This procedure is broken into two main parts. The first part is the process used to calibrate or adjust the
LRT. The second part validates the calibration or adjustment process by comparing the LRT measurements
in normal operation with the resistance of certified loop and joint standards. This is referred to as post
calibration.

The calibration or adjustment process uses a software algorithm in the LRT and a set of certified loop and
shunt standards. The algorithm compares the un-calibrated measurement of a standard with the actual
resistance of that standard and determines an adjustment factor that is stored in non-volatile memory. This
process is repeated for every operating mode, measurement range, and coupler orientation of the LRT. Once
the calibration process in completed the adjustment factors are used in normal operation to correct the LRT
measurements.

The post calibration process is used to verify the LRT was calibrated or adjusted properly. The process uses
the LRT in normal operating mode to measurer the loop and joint standards. The resulting measurements are
compared with the known value of the loop and joint standards to determine if the LRT is operating within
the required limits.

1.4 Key Words

Loop Resistance Tester (LRT)

Functional Test Kernel (FTK)

Sense Coupler

Drive Coupler

Joint Probe
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Loop Standard

Shunt Standard

Ground Equipment Technical Manual (GETM)

Printed Wiring Assembly (PWA)
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2 REFERENCES

906-10272 STANDARD ASSY – LRT

906-10271 ACCESSORY ASSY - LRT

906-10247 LOOP RESISTANCE TESTER ASSY

906-10248 PANEL, DISPLAY ASSY - ELECTRICAL

906-10250 PWA ASSY

906-10270 DRAWING TREE – LOOP RESISTANCE TESTER

906-10267 FUNCTIONAL TEST OF LOOP RESISTANCE TESTER
906-10247-1 AND 906-10247-2

626T1000 Component Functional Test Index, Sheet 1

BAC5485 Handling of Static Sensitive Hardware

D6-82009 Ground Equipment Technical Manual (GETM) for –1 LRT

D6-82567 Ground Equipment Technical Manual (GETM) for –2 LRT

D1-8005 Calibration Procedures – Boeing Primary Standards Laboratory
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3 GENERAL INFORMATION

3.1 Special Handling Required for UL913

NOTE: UNAUTHORIZED REPAIR OF THIS EQUIPMENT VOIDS UL913 CERTIFICATION.

The LRT contains static sensitive components. If the unit is opened for maintenance, it must be handled in
accordance with BAC5485.

3.2 Coupler Operation

The couplers must be completely closed when making a measurement. The metal pole pieces must make
deliberate and complete connection with each other. Do not remove the couplers while the LRT is making a
measurement. A loop measurement requires several seconds. When using wires and shunt standards the
couplers should not be positioned over a shunt. When using the loop standards (i.e. 906-10273-2) with the
LRT one coupler goes around one opening in the standard and the other coupler goes around the opposite
opening.

In this test procedure, the phrase “flip the drive coupler” or “flip the sense coupler” is directing the reader to
install the coupler so that the loop passes through the coupler in the opposite direction. The required action
by the reader is to remove the coupler from the loop under test and rotate the coupler 180 degrees and
reinstall it on the loop so the loop under test passes through the opening in the coupler in the opposite
direction. This is done to invert the phase of the signal from the coupler.

3.3 Joint Probe Operation

The construction of the shunt is such that the outer most fasteners are large bolts that are used to conduct
relatively large amounts of current. The smaller inboard screws are sense terminal screws that are used to
sense the voltage across the resistive element of the shunt. The center portion of the shunt is the resistive
element.

To connect the joint probes to a shunt press the joint probe tips onto the center of the sense terminal screws
with one probe on each sense terminal screw, so that the probes sense the voltage across the resistive element
through the sense terminal screws. Ensure the sense terminal screws are screwed down tight before
connecting the probes to the shunt. The weight of the operator’s hand is more than enough pressure to ensure
connection between the probe tips and the shunt.

Do not remove the probes while the LRT is making a measurement. A joint measurement requires several
seconds. Once the LRT displays a joint measurement the probes may be removed from the shunt.

In this test procedure, the phrase “reverse the locations of the joint probes” is directing the operator to retest
the shunt by interchanging the location of the two joint probes. This is done to invert the phase of the signal
from the joint probe.
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3.4 Tolerance for 906-10247-2, LRT in Normal Operation

The following criteria apply to the 906-10247-2, LRT.

The LRT is considered calibrated if an intact calibration sticker is attached AND the sign-on message after
the LRT is turned on does not include the message “Warning Bad Cal”. All measurement tolerances for
a calibrated LRT are +/- 5% or +/- 0.2 mΩ whichever is greater, unless otherwise noted in this procedure.
Additionally, for the calibrated LRT to operate properly the serial numbers of the drive and sense couplers
must match the serial numbers listed on the face of the LRT.

The LRT is considered non-calibrated if a calibration sticker is not attached OR the sign-on message after the
LRT is turned on includes the message “Warning Bad Cal”. All measurement tolerances for a non-
calibrated LRT are +/- 10% or +/- 0.5 mΩ whichever is greater, unless otherwise noted in this procedure.

3.5 Tolerance for 906-10247-2, LRT for the Loop Value in Joint Mode

The following criteria apply to the 906-10247-2, LRT.

The value of the loop reading in joint mode must be within +/-5% of the loop value in loop mode. This
applies to both a calibrated and non-calibrated LRT.

3.6 Tolerance for 906-10247-2, LRT During Post Calibration Testing

The following criteria apply to the 906-10247-2, LRT.

The tolerance for all readings in loop and joint mode is +/-3.5%.

3.7 LRT Will Not Operate During a Battery Charge

The LRT is designed to not operate with the battery charger connected. Therefore, the battery charger must
be disconnected before running any test unless otherwise noted.

3.8 Automatic Shutdown

The LRT will shut off after approximately 10 minutes of inactivity unless otherwise noted. This feature is
inhibited during calibration.

3.9 Equivalence of Ohms and Milliohms

Loop standards and shunts may be marked in milliohms or ohms. The conversion is 1000 milliohms per
ohm. Also, the symbol “Ω” represents ohms and “mΩ” represents milliohms. The ~ symbol means the
value is approximate.
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3.10 Some Conventions in this Procedure

In this test procedure the text “<CR>” is directing the reader to press the enter key on the keyboard or enter a
carriage return. In this procedure the phrase “ XXXXXX “ represents a character string or a number that
may include a decimal point. The number of X’s is not an indication of the actual number of characters or
digits.

3.11 Portrayal of the LRT Display

The LRT display is two rows of eight characters and in this procedure the displayed text will be portrayed in
courier new font similar to the following:

Press
Start

Additionally, the displayed text may also be portrayed within the text of a paragraph. An example would be
to place the displayed text such as “Press Start” inline with the paragraph text.

3.12 Purpose of Blinking Display Characters

Depending on the version of software, the first letter of each line of the display may blink during a
measurement. This indicates the low gain amplifier stage is used to make the measurement. As an example
in loop mode if the “L” is blinking the low gain amplifier stage is being used for the measurement. This
feature is available in normal operation only, but not during calibration.

3.13 Keypad Operation

The function of the LRT keypad may change from one procedure step to the next, however in general the
keys or switches function as follows:

ON/OFF This switch controls power to the LRT.
MENU This switch is used to toggle between menus and normal operation.
↑ This switch is used to move through the menu entries or as directed by this procedure.
↓ This switch is used to move through the menu entries or as directed by this

procedure.
NO This switch is used to answer displayed questions and as directed by this procedure.
YES This switch is used to answer displayed questions and as directed by this procedure. This

switch also performs the same function as the start switch on the coupler cables.

During calibration the keypad is also used for data entry such as entering the value of a loop or joint standard,
or entering the password. During data entry the ↓ and ↑ switches are used to modify the value of a digit on
the display. Blinking normally highlights the digit that’s selected for change. After the desired digit is
modified, it is accepted by pressing the YES switch, which also causes the blinking cursor to move to the
next digit. After all digits are initialized, the display may change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXX “, where
XXXXXX is the modified number or character string. The modified digits are accepted by pressing the YES
switch. However, if the value is incorrect pressing the NO switch enables the data entry process to start
again.
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3.14 LRT Power Control

LRT power is turned on by first putting the RUN – OFF/CHARGE switch in the RUN position and pressing
the ON/OFF switch for a few seconds or until the display becomes active. Pressing the ON/Off switch a
second time will turn the LRT off, but only after the “Press Start” message is initially displayed. The
LRT cannot be turned off via the ON/OFF switch until after the initial “Press Start” message is
displayed. The RUN – OFF/CHARGE switch will always turn the LRT off regardless of the displayed
message.

3.15 Operation of LOOP-JOINT Switch

The LOOP-JOINT switch controls the mode of the LRT. This switch is also referred to as the mode switch.
When this switch is in the LOOP position the LRT is in loop mode and when the switch is in the JOINT
position the LRT is in joint mode.

3.16 Actual Value of Loop and Joint Standards

This procedure refers to loop and joint standards by part number or nominal value. The actual value is
marked on or attached to the standard and is the value used with tolerance requirements to calculate low and
high limits, etc. This is also referred to as the certified value of the standard.

3.17 Rounding the Actual Value of Loop and Joint Standards

During calibration, it may be necessary to round off or round up the actual value of the loop or joint standard
if the actual value has more or less digits than required by the calibration algorithm.

As an example if the actual value of a loop or joint standard has more significant digits than the calibration
algorithm requires, than the unnecessary digits may be disregarded. The value of the least significant digit
used by the algorithm must be adjusted according to the next digit to the right, which is the most significant
unused digit. If the most significant unused digit is equal to or greater than 5, than the value of least
significant digit used by the algorithm must be incremented.

To further illustrate this point, if the standard value is 2.08562 mΩ, but the calibration algorithm only allows
entry of 4 digits after the decimal point than the reader should enter the value 2.0856 and omit the final digit
of 2. If however, the actual value of the loop standard is 2.08565 than the reader should enter the value
2.0857.

It is also allowable to round up the actual value of the loop or joint standard. If the actual value of the
standard is 2.08 mΩ, but the calibration algorithm requires the entry of 4 digits after the decimal point than
the reader may pad the entry with zeros. The value entered should be 2.0800.
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3.18 Torque Limitations for Shunts

Do not over tighten the bolts on the shunt standards. Over tightening the bolts may damage the shunts.
These bolts only need to be snug to make a proper connection. The recommended torque is 10 to 25 inch-
pounds.

3.19 Condition of LRT

The LRT must be fully operational before starting the calibration procedure. If the operation of the LRT is
impaired or degraded, it must be repaired at a UL bench and retested with the functional test procedure, 906-
10267. Additionally, it is recommended the LRT battery be fully charged to at least 85%. Note that the
battery charge condition is displayed by the LRT during the power on sequence.

3.20 Calibration Environment

Ensure the LRT assembly and all calibration loop and shunt standards have been stored in a temperature-
controlled environment of 23 +/- 2 degrees C for no less than 8 hours prior to calibration. The temperature of
the loop standards must be in a stable draft free environment. During the calibration process the temperature
must be monitored to +/- 0.1 degree C. Apply temperature correction to the certified resistance of each loop
standard according to the following equation. The shunt standards do not require this adjustment.

temperature corrected resistance =
( 100% + ( temp. coefficient of resistance )( ambient temp. - certification temp. ) ) x
( certified resistance value )

Where:
the temperature corrected resistance is the certified resistance modified by ambient temperature,
the temperature coefficient of resistance is marked on the loop standard,
the ambient temperature as measured during the cal-cert procedure,
the certification temperature is marked on the loop standard,
and the certified resistance value is marked on the loop standard.

Example:

The certification resistance value = 14.0297 milliohms as marked on the loop standard.
The temperature coefficient of resistance = +.4%/degrees C as marked on the loop standard.
The temperature during loop standard certification = 23.5 degrees C as marked on the loop standard.
The ambient temperature = 22 degrees C as measured by a thermometer.

corrected shunt value = ( 100% + ( +.4%/degrees C )( 22C - 23.5C ) ) ( 14.0297 milliohms )

corrected shunt value = ( 100% + ( +.4%/degrees C )( -1.5C ) ) ( 14.0297 milliohms )

corrected shunt value = ( 100% + ( -.6% ) ) ( 14.0297 milliohms )
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13.945522 milliohms = ( 99.4% ) ( 14.0297 milliohms )

The 13.945522 milliohms is the loop value corrected for temperature that must be used for cal-cert steps
involving the 14.0297 milliohm standard.

3.21 The Default Password

The default password for calibration is “SWRULES!”. This password is set during software loading. The
password may be modified if desired by using a procedure described elsewhere in this document. It is the
responsibility of the calibrating organization the keep track of the new password.

3.22 Other Messages During Calibration

In most cases if the wrong switch is press the LRT display will show “Switch Inactive”.

If the software can’t validate the password the LRT display will show “PSWD CHK FAILED”.

If the drive coupler is open, “DRV Coup Is Open” will be displayed on the LRT.

If the sense coupler is open, “SNS Coup Is Open” will be displayed on the LRT.

If the wrong standard is connected, “Loop Too Big” may be displayed on the LRT.

During calibration if the value of a standard as measured by the LRT is more then 30% off the expected value
the LRT may display “STD CHK FAILED” for approximately two seconds and then returns to the original
display. This message will also appear if the LRT measures a braided wire loop greater than 1.5mΩ.

If the coupler wasn’t properly flipped, “Drv Cplr Not Flip” may be displayed on the LRT.

If the joint probes weren’t properly swapped, “FlipSwap Error” may be displayed on the LRT.

If the mode switch is not in JOINT before starting calibration, “Inhibit LJ Switch” may be displayed
on the LRT.

The display “RedoLoop J xxxxxx” means the loop value in joint mode is more than 5% different than
the value of the loop in loop mode. The joint value in the bottom line of the display is still the correct value
for the joint.

The display “Reset Inhibit” means the jumper wasn’t detected during password reset.

The display “ COP POP ” means the couplers are out of phase and the joint probes are out of phase.

The display “ CIP PIP ” means the couplers are in phase and the joint probes are in phase.

The display “ COP PIP ” means the couplers are out of phase and the joint probes are in phase.
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The display “ CIP POP ” means the couplers in phase and the joint probes are out of phase.

The display “ XXXXXXXE+X ” is a general form for a number. The number may include a decimal
point.
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4 TEST EQUIPMENT

4.1 Loop Standards and Shunts

For 906-10247-2 LRT use loop and shunt standards contained in part number 906-10272-5, STANDARD
ASSY – LRT.

4.2 Test Leads

Braided cables are required for low resistance tests. These are included in the 906-10272-5.

4.3 Multimeter

A digital multi-meter or equivalent, that is capable of measuring resistance with a minimum accurately of +/-
1.0% and voltage with a minimum accurately of +/-0.5%.

4.4 Other Support Equipment

A battery charger from the ACCESSORY ASSY – LRT, 906-10271 may be required.

A digital thermometer with accuracy of +/- 0.1 degrees Celsius is required.
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5 LABEL TO IDENTIFY THE DRIVE AND SENSE COUPLER

Operation of a calibrated LRT is valid only when it is used with the appropriate drive and sense couplers.
The serial numbers of the drive and sense couplers must match the serial numbers identified on the face of
the LRT.

If not already installed, a label must be added to the face of the LRT that identifies the drive and sense
couplers used to calibrate the LRT. The label should have a general format as follows.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
| DRIVE COUPLER S/N________________________________ |
| |
| SENSE COUPLER S/N________________________________ |
| |
| |
| ( other data required by the metrology lab ) |
| |
| |
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This label should be located just below the connectors marked DRIVE COUPLER and SENSE COUPLER.
There is a space on the face of the LRT below these two connectors provided for this purpose. The label
should be applied to the face of the LRT in such a manner that guaranties the label will be readable and
permanent enough to last until the next calibration.
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6 CALIBRATION PROCEDURE

6.1 Calibration Setup

6.1.1 Calibration Environment

Ensure the LRT assembly and all calibration hardware has been stored in an environment as specified in
section 3.

6.1.2 PWA Faying Surface Test

Open the LRT. The latches that hold the case together must be turned and then unhooked.

Set the multimeter to read resistance. Attach a multimeter probe to pin 1 of the RS232 connector and the
other multimeter probe to the shell of the JOINT PROBE connector on the LRT. Probe polarity is not
important.

Verify the resistance of the PWA faying surface is less than 1 Ohm. Record the actual resistance in the data
sheets. Disconnect multimeter from the LRT.

6.1.3

Open the panel in the case top by pushing on and turning the thumbscrews. In the case top should be the
sense/drive couplers, 906-10260, and the joint probes, 906-10261. Remove these from the case top and
connect them to the LRT. The sense and drive couplers have different colored sleeves. The couplers should
be installed so that the sleeve color of the coupler cable matches the color around the base of the connectors
marked SENSE COUPLER and DRIVE COUPLER. Connect the joint probes, 906-10261 to the connector
marked JOINT PROBE.

6.2 Turn On the LRT and Determine the Calibration Level

6.2.1

Put the LRT in loop mode by switching the mode switch to LOOP. Turn the LRT on by moving the
OFF/CHARGE – RUN switch to RUN, and pressing the orange ON/OFF switch until the green power lamps
remains on. After a few seconds the display will become active and will display messages such as,
“Testing Hardware”, a test pattern will appear, battery %, and a software version number.

If the display stops with a

Press
Start

This indicates the LRT is calibrated. Note that a current calibration sticker must be attached to the LRT and
the use of the correct sense and drive couplers as identified by serial numbers listed on the face of the LRT.
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Continue with paragraph 6.2.3.

6.2.2

If however the display shows

Warning
Bad Cal

followed by

Display
Faults ?

then press the NO switch and when the following display appears

UseUnCa-
Libratd?

press the YES switch. The display should now show

Press
Start

This sequence indicates the LRT is not calibrated. If a calibration sticker is attached, it should be removed.
Continue with paragraph 6.2.3.

6.2.3

Record in the Calibration Data Sheet that the LRT is calibrated or not calibrated.

Record the serial numbers of both the drive and sense coupler.

6.3 Enter the Password for Calibration

6.3.1 Setup

Put the mode switch in JOINT. This switch must remain in joint mode for the duration of calibration.

Press the MENU switch until the LRT displays “%Battery Charge ?”.

Press the YES switch and record the percentage of battery charge.

It is recommended that the battery charge be at least 85% before starting calibration.

6.3.2 Entering The Calibration Function

Press the ↓ or ↑ switch until the LRT displays “Calibrt LRT ?” and press the YES switch. The LRT
may display “ReTrving Password” for a few seconds. The LRT well display “EDITPSWD
XXXXXXXX”.
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6.3.3 Entering The Password

The password may now be entered by using the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired letter and then pressing the
YES switch to move to the next character. Repeat this process for all eight characters of the password. The
LRT will now display “ACCEPT? password”, where “password” is the password entered by the reader.
If the displayed password is correct then press the YES switch. If a character is incorrectly selected then
press the NO switch. This will allow reentry of the password.

See section 8 for instructions on how to change the password. If the current password is unknown see
section 9 for instructions on how to reset the password to the default character string.

6.3.4 Starting The Calibration

The LRT should now display “2.0mΩStd HookUp ?“. The LRT is now ready to start the calibration
sequence.

6.4 Loop Calibration, 2mΩ

6.4.1 Setup

The LRT display shows “2.0mΩStd HookUp ?“.

Connect the LRT couplers to the 906-10273-7 loop standard. This standard has a nominal value of 2mΩ.

Record the certified value of the loop standard in the Calibration Data Sheet

6.4.2 First Loop Measurement

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take approximately 30 seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds followed by either “Couplers In
Phase” or “Couplers OutPhase” for another 3 seconds. Record the resistance value and whether the
couplers are in phase or out of phase. The Yes switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record
the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.4.3 Second Loop Measurement

The LRT display now shows “Drv Cplr Flipped?“.
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Flip the drive coupler.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take approximately 30 seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds followed by either “Couplers In
Phase” or “Couplers OutPhase” for another 3 seconds. Record the resistance value and whether the
couplers are in phase or out of phase. The Yes switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record
the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.4.4 Enter Loop Standard Value

The LRT display now shows “2 mΩStd 2.0000 “. The 2.0000 value must be changed to agree with
the temperature corrected value of the loop standard. See section 3.20 for details on adjusting the calibrated
loop value for affects of temperature.

Use the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired value for the blinking digit. After the desired digit is displayed,
press the YES switch to move to the next digit.

After all digits are initialized, the display will change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXXXX“. If the value is correct
press the YES switch. If the value is incorrect press the NO switch and reinitialize the value to match the
certified value of the standard.

6.5 Loop Calibration, 8.5mΩ

6.5.1 Setup

The LRT display shows “8.5mΩStd HookUp ?“.

Connect the LRT couplers to the 906-10273-8 loop standard. This standard has a nominal value of 8.5mΩ.

Record the certified value of the loop standard in the Calibration Data Sheet

6.5.2 First Loop Measurement

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take approximately 30 seconds.
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Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds followed by either “Couplers In
Phase” or “Couplers OutPhase” for another 3 seconds. Record the resistance value and whether the
couplers are in phase or out of phase. The Yes switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record
the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.5.3 Second Loop Measurement

The LRT display now shows “Drv Cplr Flipped?“.

Flip the drive coupler.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take approximately 30 seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds followed by either “Couplers In
Phase” or “Couplers OutPhase” for another 3 seconds. Record the resistance value and whether the
couplers are in phase or out of phase. The Yes switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record
the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.5.4 Enter Loop Standard Value

The LRT display now shows “ 8 mΩStd 8.5000 “. The 8.5000 value must be changed to agree with
the temperature corrected value of the loop standard. See section 3.20 for details on adjusting the calibrated
loop value for affects of temperature.

Use the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired value for the blinking digit. After the desired digit is displayed,
press the YES switch to move to the next digit.

After all digits are initialized, the display will change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXXXX“. If the value is correct
press the YES switch. If the value is incorrect press the NO switch and reinitialize the value to match the
certified value of the standard.

6.6 Loop Calibration, 14mΩ

6.6.1 Setup
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The LRT display shows “ 14mΩStd HookUp ?“.

Connect the LRT couplers to the 906-10273-2 loop standard. This standard has a nominal value of 14mΩ.

Record the certified value of the loop standard in the Calibration Data Sheet

6.6.2 First Loop Measurement

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take approximately 30 seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds followed by either “Couplers In
Phase” or “Couplers OutPhase” for another 3 seconds. Record the resistance value and whether the
couplers are in phase or out of phase. The Yes switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record
the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.6.3 Second Loop Measurement

The LRT display now shows “Drv Cplr Flipped?“.

Flip the drive coupler.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take approximately 30 seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds followed by either “Couplers In
Phase” or “Couplers OutPhase” for another 3 seconds. Record the resistance value and whether the
couplers are in phase or out of phase. The Yes switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record
the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.
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6.6.4 Enter Loop Standard Value

The LRT display now shows “14 mΩStd 14.000 “. The 14.000 value must be changed to agree with
the temperature corrected value of the loop standard. See section 3.20 for details on adjusting the calibrated
loop value for affects of temperature.

Use the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired value for the blinking digit. After the desired digit is displayed,
press the YES switch to move to the next digit.

After all digits are initialized, the display will change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXXXX“. If the value is correct
press the YES switch. If the value is incorrect press the NO switch and reinitialize the value to match the
certified value of the standard.

6.7 Loop Calibration, 3600mΩ

6.7.1 Setup

The LRT display shows “ 3.6ΩStd HookUp ?“.

Connect the LRT couplers to the 906-10273-6 loop standard. This standard has a nominal value of 3600mΩ.

Record the certified value of the loop standard in the Calibration Data Sheet

6.7.2 First Loop Measurement

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take approximately 30 seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds followed by either “Couplers In
Phase” or “Couplers OutPhase” for another 3 seconds. Record the resistance value and whether the
couplers are in phase or out of phase. The Yes switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record
the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.7.3 Second Loop Measurement

The LRT display now shows “Drv Cplr Flipped?“.

Flip the drive coupler.
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Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take approximately 30 seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds followed by either “Couplers In
Phase” or “Couplers OutPhase” for another 3 seconds. Record the resistance value and whether the
couplers are in phase or out of phase. The Yes switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record
the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.7.4 Enter Loop Standard Value

The LRT display now shows “3.6 ΩStd 3600.00“. The 3600.00 value must be changed to agree with
the temperature corrected value of the loop standard. See section 3.20 for details on adjusting the calibrated
loop value for affects of temperature.

Use the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired value for the blinking digit. After the desired digit is displayed,
press the YES switch to move to the next digit.

After all digits are initialized, the display will change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXXXX“. If the value is correct
press the YES switch. If the value is incorrect press the NO switch and reinitialize the value to match the
certified value of the standard.

6.8 Joint Calibration, J1 and J2 Test

6.8.1 Setup for J1

The LRT display now shows “ConFigJ1 HookUp ?“.

Using braided wire and the specified shunt, assemble the shunt and wire as shown in figure 1, “J1” and
connect the couplers to the loop.

Record the certified value of the joint standard in the Calibration Data Sheets. This is the value marked on or
attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.
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The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds. Record the resistance value in the
Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.8.2 Setup for J2

The LRT display now shows “ConFigJ2 HookUp ?“.

Using the same braided wire and shunt used for “J1”, assemble the shunt and wire as shown in figure 1, “J2”
and connect the couplers to the loop.

6.8.3 Enter Joint Standard Value for J2

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “25 mΩStd 25.000 “. The 25.000 value must be changed to agree with
the certified value of the standard.

Use the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired value for the blinking digit. After the desired digit is displayed,
press the YES switch to move to the next digit.

After all digits are initialized, the display will change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXXXX“. If the value is correct
press the YES switch. If the value is incorrect press the NO switch and reinitialize the value to match the
certified value of the standard.

6.8.4 First Joint Measurement for J2

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Connect the joint probes to the shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayI CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayI MeasAve?”.
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Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.8.5 Second Joint Measurement for J2

The LRT display now shows “JProbes Swapped?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Swap the joint probes and connect them to the shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayI CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayI MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.8.6 Third Joint Measurement for J2

The LRT display now shows “Drv Cplr Flipped?”.
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Flip the drive coupler.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayI CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayI MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.8.7 Fourth joint Measurement for J2

The LRT display now shows “JProbes Swapped?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Swap the joint probes and connect them to the shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayI CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
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information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayI MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.9 Joint Calibration, J3 and J4 Test

6.9.1 Setup for J3

The LRT display now shows “ConFigJ3 HookUp ?“.

Using braided wires and the specified shunts, assemble the shunts and wires as shown in figure 1, “J3” and
connect the couplers to the loop.

Record the certified value of the 3600mΩ joint standard in the Calibration Data Sheets. This is the value
marked on or attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds. Record the resistance value in the
Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.9.2 Setup for J4

The LRT display now shows “ConFigJ4 HookUp ?“.
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Using the same braided wires and shunts used for “J3”, assemble the shunts and wires as shown in figure 1,
“J4” and connect the couplers to the loop. For this test, position the couplers so they are at least 6 inches
apart.

6.9.3 Enter Joint Standard Value for J4

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “3.6 ΩStd 3600.00 “. The 3600.00 value must be changed to agree
with the certified value of the standard.

Use the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired value for the blinking digit. After the desired digit is displayed,
press the YES switch to move to the next digit.

After all digits are initialized, the display will change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXXXX“. If the value is correct
press the YES switch. If the value is incorrect press the NO switch and reinitialize the value to match the
certified value of the standard.

6.9.4 First Joint Measurement for J4

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Connect the joint probes to the shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayI CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayI MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.
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6.9.5 Second Joint Measurement for J4

The LRT display now shows “JProbes Swapped?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Swap the joint probes and connect them to the shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayI CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayI MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.9.6 Third Joint Measurement for J4

The LRT display now shows “Drv Cplr Flipped?”.

Flip the drive coupler.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Connect the joint probes to the shunt standard.
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The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayI CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayI MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.9.7 Fourth joint Measurement for J4

The LRT display now shows “JProbes Swapped?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Swap the joint probes and connect them to the shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayI CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayI MeasAve?”.
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Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.10 Joint Calibration, J1, J5, and J6, 5mΩ Test

6.10.1 Setup for J1

The LRT display now shows “ConFigJ1 HookUp ?“.

Using braided wire and the specified shunt, assemble the shunt and wire as shown in figure 2, “J1” and
connect the couplers to the loop.

Record the certified value of the joint standard in the Calibration Data Sheets. This is the value marked on or
attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds. Record the resistance value in the
Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.10.2 Enter Joint Standard Value for J1, 25mΩ Shunt

The LRT display now shows “25 mΩStd 25.000 “. The 25.000 value must be changed to agree with
the certified value of the standard.

Use the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired value for the blinking digit. After the desired digit is displayed,
press the YES switch to move to the next digit.

After all digits are initialized, the display will change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXXXX“. If the value is correct
press the YES switch. If the value is incorrect press the NO switch and reinitialize the value to match the
certified value of the standard.

6.10.3 Setup for J5
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The LRT display now shows “ConFigJ5 HookUp ?“.

Using braided wire and the specified shunt, assemble the shunt and wire as shown in figure 2, “J5” and
connect the couplers to the loop.

Record the certified value of the joint standard in the Calibration Data Sheets. This is the value marked on or
attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds. Record the resistance value in the
Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.10.4 Enter Joint Standard Value for J5, 5mΩ Shunt

The LRT display now shows “ 5 mΩStd 5.000 “. The 5.000 value must be changed to agree with the
certified value of the standard.

Use the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired value for the blinking digit. After the desired digit is displayed,
press the YES switch to move to the next digit.

After all digits are initialized, the display will change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXXXX“. If the value is correct
press the YES switch. If the value is incorrect press the NO switch and reinitialize the value to match the
certified value of the standard.

6.10.5 Setup for J6

The LRT display now shows “ConFigJ6 HookUp ?“.

Using the same braided wires and shunts used for “J1” and “J5”, assemble the shunts and wires as shown in
figure 2, “J6” and connect the couplers to the loop. Note that it is absolutely essential to use the same
braided wires and shunts that were used for “J1” and “J5”.

6.10.6 First Joint Measurement for J6, 5mΩ Test

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display may change to “Test In Progress” for a few seconds.
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The LRT display now shows “ProbesOn 5 mΩ ?“.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Connect the joint probes to the 5mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.10.7 Second Joint Measurement for J6, 5mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “JProbes Swapped?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Swap the joint probes and connect them to the 5mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.
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The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.10.8 Third Joint Measurement for J6, 5mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “Drv Cplr Flipped?”.

Flip the drive coupler.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Connect the joint probes to the 5mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.
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The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.10.9 Fourth joint Measurement for J6, 5mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “JProbes Swapped?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Swap the joint probes and connect them to the 5mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.10.10 First Joint Measurement for J6, 25mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “ProbesOn 25 mΩ ?“.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.
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The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Connect the joint probes to the 25mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.10.11 Second Joint Measurement for J6, 25 mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “JProbes Swapped?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Swap the joint probes and connect them to the 25mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.
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Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.10.12 Third Joint Measurement for J6, 25 mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “Drv Cplr Flipped?”.

Flip the drive coupler.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Connect the joint probes to the 25mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.
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Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.10.13 Fourth joint Measurement for J6, 25 mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “JProbes Swapped?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Swap the joint probes and connect them to the 25mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.11 Joint Calibration, J5, J7, J8, and J9, 5mΩ Test

6.11.1 Setup for J5

The LRT display now shows “ConFigJ5 HookUp ?“.

Using braided wire and the specified shunt, assemble the shunt and wire as shown in figure 3, “J5” and
connect the couplers to the loop.

Record the certified value of the joint standard in the Calibration Data Sheets. This is the value marked on or
attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.
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Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds. Record the resistance value in the
Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.11.2 Enter Joint Standard Value for J5, 5mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “ 5 mΩStd 5.000 “. The 5.000 value must be changed to agree with the
certified value of the standard.

Use the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired value for the blinking digit. After the desired digit is displayed,
press the YES switch to move to the next digit.

After all digits are initialized, the display will change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXXXX“. If the value is correct
press the YES switch. If the value is incorrect press the NO switch and reinitialize the value to match the
certified value of the standard.

6.11.3 Setup for J7

The LRT display now shows “ConFigJ7 HookUp ?“.

Using braided wire and the specified shunt, assemble the shunt and wire as shown in figure 3, “J7” and
connect the couplers to the loop.

Record the certified value of the joint standard in the Calibration Data Sheets. This is the value marked on or
attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds. Record the resistance value in the
Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.
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6.11.4 Enter Joint Standard Value for J9, 0.5mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “0.5mΩStd 0.500 “. The 0.500 value must be changed to agree with the
certified value of the standard.

Use the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired value for the blinking digit. After the desired digit is displayed,
press the YES switch to move to the next digit.

After all digits are initialized, the display will change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXXXX“. If the value is correct
press the YES switch. If the value is incorrect press the NO switch and reinitialize the value to match the
certified value of the standard.

6.11.5 Setup for J8

The LRT display now shows “ConFigJ8 HookUp ?“.

Using braided wire and the specified shunt, assemble the shunt and wire as shown in figure 3, “J8” and
connect the couplers to the loop.

Record the certified value of the joint standard in the Calibration Data Sheets. This is the value marked on or
attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not move the couplers until the LRT displays
“Display LoopRes?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “XXXXXXXX mΩ “ for 5 seconds. Record the resistance value in the
Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.
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6.11.6 Enter Joint Standard Value for J8, 50mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “50 mΩStd 50.000 “. The 50.000 value must be changed to agree with
the certified value of the standard.

Use the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired value for the blinking digit. After the desired digit is displayed,
press the YES switch to move to the next digit.

After all digits are initialized, the display will change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXXXX“. If the value is correct
press the YES switch. If the value is incorrect press the NO switch and reinitialize the value to match the
certified value of the standard.

6.11.7 Setup for J9

The LRT display now shows “ConFigJ9 HookUp ?“.

Using the same braided wires and shunts used for “J5, J7, and J8”, assemble the shunts and wires as shown
in figure 3, “J9” and connect the couplers to the loop. Note that it is absolutely essential to use the same
braided wires and shunts that were used for “J5, J7, and J8”.

6.11.8 First Joint Measurement for J9, 5mΩ Test

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display may change to “Test In Progress” for a few seconds.

The LRT display now shows “ProbesOn 5 mΩ ?“.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Connect the joint probes to the 5mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.
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The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.11.9 Second Joint Measurement for J9, 5mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “JProbes Swapped?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Swap the joint probes and connect them to the 5mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.
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6.11.10 Third Joint Measurement for J9, 5mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “Drv Cplr Flipped?”.

Flip the drive coupler.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Connect the joint probes to the 5mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.11.11 Fourth joint Measurement for J9, 5mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “JProbes Swapped?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Swap the joint probes and connect them to the 5mΩ shunt standard.
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The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.11.12 First Joint Measurement for J9, 0.5mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “ProbesOn 0.5 mΩ ?“.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Connect the joint probes to the 0.5mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.
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Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.11.13 Second Joint Measurement for J9, 0.5mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “JProbes Swapped?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Swap the joint probes and connect them to the 0.5mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.
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6.11.14 Third Joint Measurement for J9, 0.5mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “Drv Cplr Flipped?”.

Flip the drive coupler.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Connect the joint probes to the 0.5mΩ shunt standard.

The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

6.11.15 Fourth joint Measurement for J9, 0.5mΩ Test

The LRT display now shows “JProbes Swapped?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “Connect Probes “.

Swap the joint probes and connect them to the 0.5mΩ shunt standard.
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The display will change to “Test In Progress”. Do not remove the joint probes until the LRT displays
“DisplayV CalcAve?”. This step will take several seconds.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT display now shows “DisplayV MeasAve?”.

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The display will change to “ XXXXXXXXE+X ” for five seconds followed by “ COP POP ”, “
CIP PIP ”, “ COP PIP ”, or “ CIP POP ” for a few seconds. Record both pieces of
information in the Calibration Data Sheet. The YES switch may be pressed as many times as necessary to
record the data.

Press the NO switch after the data is collected.

The LRT will display “Computng CalFactr”.

6.12 End of Calibration

If the serial numbers of the drive and sense couplers are different than the serial numbers listed on the face of
the LRT, than the label that identifies the coupler serial numbers must be corrected to match the coupler
serial numbers. If the label does not appear on the face of the LRT than it must be added to the face of the
LRT. See section 0 for more information on the label.

Perform section 7 to verify the calibration process was successful.

See section 8 for instructions on how to change the password. If the current password is unknown see
section 9 for instructions on how to reset the password to the default character string.

This concludes LRT calibration.
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7 POST-CALIBRATION TEST

This part of the procedure is performed after calibration of the LRT and is used to verify the calibration was
successful.

Operation of a calibrated LRT is valid only when it is used with the appropriate drive and sense couplers.
The serial numbers of the drive and sense couplers must match the serial numbers identified on the face of
the LRT.

7.1 LRT Power Control

Put the LRT in loop mode by switching the mode switch to LOOP. Turn the LRT on by moving the
OFF/CHARGE – RUN switch to RUN, and pressing the orange ON/OFF switch until the green power lamps
remains on. After a few seconds the display will become active and will display messages such as,
“Testing Hardware”, a test pattern will appear, battery %, and a software version number.

If the display stops with a

Press
Start

This indicates the LRT is calibrated. See paragraph 3.6 for the tolerance of measurements for a calibrated
LRT during post calibration test. Continue with paragraph 7.2.

If however the display shows

Warning
Bad Cal

followed by

Display
Faults ?

then press the NO switch and when the following display appears

UseUnCa-
Libratd?

press the YES switch. The display should now show

Press
Start

This sequence indicates the LRT is not calibrated. See paragraph 3.4 for the tolerance of the measurement
for a non-calibrated LRT.

7.2 Loop test, 2 mΩ

Ensure the mode switch is in the LOOP mode.
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Connect the sense and drive couplers on the 906-10273-7 loop Standard. This standard has a nominal value
of 2mΩ. The couplers are installed by putting one coupler around one opening in the loop standard and the
other coupler around the opposite opening.

Record the certified value of the loop standard and the ambient temperature in the Post Calibration Data
Sheet.

Calculate the temperature corrected value of the loop standard per section 3.20.

7.2.1 First Loop Measurement, 2 mΩ

Toggle the mode switch by putting it in JOINT mode and then LOOP mode, or press the MENU switch two
times to initialize the display. The display will show

Press
Start

Press one of the coupler START switches or the YES switch. After a few seconds the LRT will display the
resistance of the standard, in the following format.

LOOPVALU
xxxxxxmΩ

The xxxxxx is the value to of the loop resistance. Record the loop resistance in the Post Calibration Data
Sheet.

7.2.2 Second Loop Measurement, 2 mΩ

Flip the orientation of the drive coupler.

Measure and record the resistance of the loop standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.2.1.

7.3 Loop test, 8.5 mΩ

Put the couplers on the 906-10273-8 loop standard. This standard has a nominal value of 8.5mΩ.

Record the certified value of the loop standard and the ambient temperature in the Post Calibration Data
Sheet.

Calculate the temperature corrected value of the loop standard per section 3.20.

7.3.1 First Loop Measurement, 8.5 mΩ

Measure and record the resistance of the loop standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.2.1.

7.3.2 Second Loop Measurement, 8.5 mΩ

Flip the orientation of the drive coupler.
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Measure and record the resistance of the loop standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.2.1.

7.4 Loop test, 14 mΩ

Put the couplers on the 906-10273-2 loop standard. This standard has a nominal value of 14mΩ.

Record the certified value of the loop standard and the ambient temperature in the Post Calibration Data
Sheet.

Calculate the temperature corrected value of the loop standard per section 3.20.

7.4.1 First Loop Measurement, 14 mΩ

Measure and record the resistance of the loop standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.2.1.

7.4.2 Second Loop Measurement, 14 mΩ

Flip the orientation of the drive coupler.

Measure and record the resistance of the loop standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.2.1.

7.5 Loop test, 3600 mΩ

Put the couplers on the 906-10273-6 Loop Standard. This standard has a nominal value of 3600mΩ.

Record the certified value of the loop standard and the ambient temperature in the Post Calibration Data
Sheet.

Calculate the temperature corrected value of the loop standard per section 3.20.

7.5.1 First Loop Measurement, 3600 mΩ

Measure and record the resistance of the loop standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.2.1.

7.5.2 Second Loop Measurement, 3600 mΩ

Flip the orientation of the drive coupler.

Measure and record the resistance of the loop standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.2.1.

7.6 Setup for Joint Tests

Set the mode switch to JOINT.

7.7 Joint test, J2

7.7.1 Setup for Joint test, J2
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Using braided wire and the specified shunt, assemble the shunt and wire as shown in figure 1, “J2” and
connect the couplers to the loop.

Record the certified value of the joint standard in the Post Calibration Data Sheet. This is the value marked
on or attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.

7.7.2 First Joint Measurement, J2

Toggle the mode switch by putting it in LOOP mode and then JOINT mode, or press the MENU switch two
times to initialize the display. The display will show

Connect
Probes

Measure the shunt resistance by placing the joint probe tips on the large areas of metal on either end of the
shunt, one probe on each end so the probes sense the voltage across the shunt. After a few seconds the LRT
will display the resistance of the standard, in the following format.

RedoLoop
J xxxxxx

The J xxxxxx is the value to of the joint resistance. Record the joint resistance in the Post Calibration
Data Sheet.

7.7.3 Second Joint Measurement, J2

Swap the joint probes.

Measure and record the resistance of the joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.7.4 Third Joint Measurement, J2

Flip the orientation of the drive coupler.

Measure and record the resistance of the joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.7.5 Fourth Joint Measurement, J2

Swap the joint probes.

Measure and record the resistance of the joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.8 Joint test, J4

7.8.1 Setup for Joint test, J4

Using braided wires and the specified shunts, assemble the shunts and wires as shown in figure 1, “J4” and
connect the couplers to the loop. For this test, position the couplers so they are at least 6 inches apart.
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Record the certified value of the 3600mΩ joint standard in the Post Calibration Data Sheet. This is the value
marked on or attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.

7.8.2 First Joint Measurement, J4

Measure and record the resistance of the joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.8.3 Second Joint Measurement, J4

Swap the joint probes.

Measure and record the resistance of the joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.8.4 Third Joint Measurement, J4

Flip the orientation of the drive coupler.

Measure and record the resistance of the joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.8.5 Fourth Joint Measurement, J4

Swap the joint probes.

Measure and record the resistance of the joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.9 Joint test, J6, 5mΩ and 25mΩ

7.9.1 Setup for Joint test, J6, 5mΩ

Using braided wires and the specified shunts, assemble the shunts and wires as shown in figure 2, “J6” and
connect the couplers to the loop.

Record the certified value of the 5mΩ joint standard in the Post Calibration Data Sheet. This is the value
marked on or attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.

7.9.2 First Joint Measurement, J6, 5mΩ

Measure and record the resistance of the 5mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.9.3 Second Joint Measurement, J6, 5mΩ

Swap the joint probes.

Measure and record the resistance of the 5mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.9.4 Third Joint Measurement, J6, 5mΩ
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Flip the orientation of the drive coupler.

Measure and record the resistance of the 5mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.9.5 Fourth Joint Measurement, J6, 5mΩ

Swap the joint probes.

Measure and record the resistance of the 5mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.9.6 Setup for Joint test, J6, 25mΩ

Record the certified value of the 25mΩ joint standard in the Post Calibration Data Sheet. This is the value
marked on or attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.

7.9.7 First Joint Measurement, J6, 25mΩ

Measure and record the resistance of the 25mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.9.8 Second Joint Measurement, J6, 25mΩ

Swap the joint probes.

Measure and record the resistance of the 25mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.9.9 Third Joint Measurement, J6, 25mΩ

Flip the orientation of the drive coupler.

Measure and record the resistance of the 25mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.9.10 Fourth Joint Measurement, J6, 25mΩ

Swap the joint probes.

Measure and record the resistance of the 25mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.10 Joint test, J9, 5mΩ and 0.5mΩ

7.10.1 Setup for Joint test, J9, 5mΩ

Using braided wires and the specified shunts, assemble the shunts and wires as shown in figure 3, “J9” and
connect the couplers to the loop.

Record the certified value of the 5mΩ joint standard in the Post Calibration Data Sheet. This is the value
marked on or attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.
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7.10.2 First Joint Measurement, J9, 5mΩ

Measure and record the resistance of the 5mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.10.3 Second Joint Measurement, J9, 5mΩ

Swap the joint probes.

Measure and record the resistance of the 5mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.10.4 Third Joint Measurement, J9, 5mΩ

Flip the orientation of the drive coupler.

Measure and record the resistance of the 5mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.10.5 Fourth Joint Measurement, J9, 5mΩ

Swap the joint probes.

Measure and record the resistance of the 5mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.10.6 Setup for Joint test, J9, 0.5mΩ

Record the certified value of the 0.5mΩ joint standard in the Post Calibration Data Sheet. This is the value
marked on or attached to the standard, which was determined by a metrology lab or other certifying agency.

7.10.7 First Joint Measurement, J9, 0.5mΩ

Measure and record the resistance of the 0.5mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.10.8 Second Joint Measurement, J9, 0.5mΩ

Swap the joint probes.

Measure and record the resistance of the 0.5mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.10.9 Third Joint Measurement, J9, 0.5mΩ

Flip the orientation of the drive coupler.

Measure and record the resistance of the 0.5mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.10.10 Fourth Joint Measurement, J9, 0.5mΩ

Swap the joint probes.
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Measure and record the resistance of the 0.5mΩ joint standard using the actions described in paragraph 7.7.2.

7.11 Final Calculations to Ensure the LRT is Calibrated

Calculate the percent error for all the LRT post calibration measurements by using the following equation.
Note that the certified value of the standard is marked on or attached to the standard, and was determined by
a metrology lab or other certifying agency.

value of the standard – LRT measurement
% error = ------------------------------------------------- x 100%

value of the standard

In the preceding equation the “value of the standard” may be either the certified value as marked on the
standard or the certified value corrected for the affects of temperature, whichever is appropriate.

The % error must be less than or equal to the value specified in paragraph 3.6. This is the pass/fail criteria
for all LRT measurements listed in the Post Calibration Data Sheet.

This concludes post-calibration test.
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8 HOW TO CHANGE THE PASSWORD

This procedure explains how to change the password.

8.1 Setup

Turn on the LRT as described elsewhere in this document. Press the MENU switch and use the ↓ and ↑
switches to find the menu selection called “Change Passwrd?”

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

The LRT display now shows “ReTrving Password”. After a few seconds the display will change to
“Old Pswd ********“.

8.2 Enter the Old Password

Enter the old password by using the ↓ or ↑ switch to select the desired value for the blinking digit. After the
desired digit is displayed, press the YES switch to move to the next digit.

After all digits are initialized, the display will change to “ACCEPT? XXXXXXXX“. If the XXXXXXXX
character string is correct press the YES switch. If the value is incorrect press the NO switch and reenter the
old password.

8.3 Load the New Password

The LRT display now shows “New Pswd ********“.

Enter the new password using the process described in a previous paragraph.

8.4 Load the New Password a Second Time

The LRT display now shows “VerfPswd ********“.

Enter the new password using the process described in a previous paragraph.

8.5 The LRT Loads and Checks the New Password

After a few seconds the LRT will respond with “PswdRdWr Passed “.

After a few more seconds the LRT will respond with “Change Passwrd?“.

The password has now been changed. Record the new password a secure place and easy retrieval.
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9 HOW TO RESET THE PASSWORD TO THE DEFAULT STRING

This procedure explains how to reset the password to the default character string. See section 3 for the
default password. This requires access to the backside of the LRT front panel.

Warning, do not open the cover on the backside of the front panel. The jumper terminals used to reset the
password are accessible with the cover in place.

Resetting the password should only be necessary if the current password is lost or forgotten.

9.1 Setup

Remove the front panel assembly from the LRT chassis. Find the access hole in the PWA cover on the
backside of the front panel. There are two pins visible through this access hole, which must be shorted
together to reset the password. Maintain a short between these two pins throughout the following steps of
this procedure.

Turn on the LRT as described elsewhere in this document.

9.2 Resetting the Password

Press the MENU switch and use the ↓ and ↑ switches to find the menu selection called “Reset
Passwrd?”

Press the YES switch to answer the question on the LRT display.

After several seconds the LRT will display “ResetCompleted ”.

After a few more seconds the LRT will display “PswdRdWr Passed ”.

After a few more seconds the LRT will display “Reset Passwrd?”.

The password has now been reset to the default character string.

If the software doesn’t detect the jumper the display will show “Reset Inhibit”.
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COUPLERCOUPLER

J3

Ωm25~

Ωm3600~

WIRE 2WIRE 1

COUPLERCOUPLER J4

Ωm25~

Ωm3600~

WIRE 2WIRE 1

COUPLERCOUPLER

J2
Ωm25~

WIRE 1

COUPLER

COUPLER
J1

Ωm25~

WIRE 1

FIGURE 1. JOINT TEST SETUP FOR 906-10247-2 LRT
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COUPLER

COUPLER
J1

WIRE 1

Ωm25~

COUPLER

COUPLER
J5

WIRE 2

Ωm5~

COUPLERCOUPLER

J6
WIRE 2WIRE 1

Ωm25~

Ωm5~

FIGURE 2. JOINT TEST SETUP FOR 906-10247-2 LRT
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COUPLER

COUPLER
J5

WIRE 1

Ωm5~

COUPLER

COUPLER
J7

WIRE 2

Ωm5.0~

COUPLER

COUPLER
J8

WIRE 3

Ωm50~

COUPLERCOUPLER

J9

WIRE 1

WIRE 2

WIRE 3Ωm50~

Ωm5~ Ωm5.0~

FIGURE 3. JOINT TEST SETUP FOR 906-10247-2 LRT
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10 CALIBRATION DATA SHEET

The following Calibration Data Record shall be used to document the results of the calibration procedure.
Calibration shall be required on an annual basis, within 12 months from the previous calibration. Calibration
data records shall be archived for a minimum of 6 years by the user.

Record the certified value (not the nominal value) of the loop and joint standards.

Manufacturer: The Boeing Company

Name: Loop Resistance Tester Assembly

Part Number: 906-10247-2

LRT Serial Number: S/N __________________

Drive coupler Serial Number: S/N __________________ as marked on face of LRT if applicable

Sense coupler Serial Number: S/N __________________ as marked on face of LRT if applicable

Property Number (User Supplied) _____________________

Original password _____________________

New password if different _____________________

CALIBRATION DATA RECORD

Para Test or Data Type Result
Notes or

Circle Answer
Notes

6.1.2 _____________
PWA ground faying resistance

Less than 1Ω PASS/FAIL

6.2.3

Record the calibration level and
tolerance. This tolerance

applies to all subsequent test
steps unless otherwise noted.

Calibrated

or

NOT- Calibrated.
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Para Test or Data Type Result
Notes or

Circle Answer
Notes

6.2.3
Record the serial number of the

drive coupler ________________
Serial Number

6.2.3
Record the serial number of the

sense coupler ________________
Serial Number

6.3.1 Record battery charge _________%

6.4.1
Record certified value of the

loop standard
______________mΩ 2mΩ nominal See sec. 3.20

6.4.1 Record ambient temperature _______________°C 2mΩ nominal See sec. 3.20

6.4.1
Record value of loop standard

after adjustment for temp.
______________mΩ 2mΩ nominal See sec. 3.20

6.4.2
Record the resistance measured

by the LRT
______________mΩ IN phase

OUT of phase
Circle one

6.4.3
Record the resistance measured

by the LRT
______________mΩ IN phase

OUT of phase
Circle one

6.5.1
Record certified value of the

loop standard
______________mΩ 8.5mΩ nominal See sec. 3.20

6.5.1 Record ambient temperature _______________°C 8.5mΩ nominal See sec. 3.20

6.5.1
Record value of loop standard

after adjustment for temp.
______________mΩ 8.5mΩ nominal See sec. 3.20

6.5.2
Record the resistance measured

by the LRT
______________mΩ IN phase

OUT of phase
Circle one

6.5.3
Record the resistance measured

by the LRT
______________mΩ IN phase

OUT of phase
Circle one

6.6.1
Record certified value of the

loop standard
______________mΩ 14mΩ nominal See sec. 3.20

6.6.1 Record ambient temperature _______________°C 14mΩ nominal See sec. 3.20

6.6.1
Record value of loop standard

after adjustment for temp.
______________mΩ 14mΩ nominal See sec. 3.20

6.6.2
Record the resistance measured

by the LRT
______________mΩ IN phase

OUT of phase
Circle one

6.6.3
Record the resistance measured

by the LRT
______________mΩ IN phase

OUT of phase
Circle one
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Para Test or Data Type Result
Notes or

Circle Answer
Notes

6.7.1
Record certified value of the

loop standard
______________mΩ 3600mΩ nom. See sec. 3.20

6.7.1 Record ambient temperature _______________°C 3600mΩ nom. See sec. 3.20

6.7.1
Record value of loop standard

after adjustment for temp.
______________mΩ 3600mΩ nom. See sec. 3.20

6.7.2
Record the resistance measured

by the LRT
______________mΩ IN phase

OUT of phase
Circle one

6.7.3
Record the resistance measured

by the LRT
______________mΩ IN phase

OUT of phase
Circle one

6.8.1
Record the certified value of the

joint standard
______________mΩ 25mΩ nominal J1

6.8.1 Record the value of the wire ______________mΩ <1.5mΩ J1

6.8.4 DisplayI CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J2

6.8.4 DisplayI MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J2

6.8.5 DisplayI CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J2

6.8.5 DisplayI MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J2

6.8.6 DisplayI CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J2

6.8.6 DisplayI MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J2

6.8.7 DisplayI CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J2

6.8.7 DisplayI MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J2

6.9.1
Record the certified value of the

joint standard
______________mΩ 3600mΩ nom. J3

6.9.1 Record the value of the wire ______________mΩ <1.5mΩ J3

6.9.4 DisplayI CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J4

6.9.4 DisplayI MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J4
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Para Test or Data Type Result
Notes or

Circle Answer
Notes

6.9.5 DisplayI CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J4

6.9.5 DisplayI MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J4

6.9.6 DisplayI CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J4

6.9.6 DisplayI MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J4

6.9.7 DisplayI CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J4

6.9.7 DisplayI MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J4

6.10.1
Record the certified value of the

joint standard
______________mΩ 25mΩ nominal J1

6.10.1 Record the value of the wire ______________mΩ <1.5mΩ J1

6.10.3
Record the certified value of the

joint standard
______________mΩ 5mΩ nominal J5

6.10.3 Record the value of the wire ______________mΩ <1.5mΩ J5

6.10.6 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 5mΩ

6.10.6 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 5mΩ

6.10.7 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 5mΩ

6.10.7 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 5mΩ

6.10.8 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 5mΩ

6.10.8 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 5mΩ

6.10.9 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 5mΩ

6.10.9 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 5mΩ

6.10.10 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 25mΩ
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Para Test or Data Type Result
Notes or

Circle Answer
Notes

6.10.10 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 25mΩ

6.10.11 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 25mΩ

6.10.11 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 25mΩ

6.10.12 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 25mΩ

6.10.12 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 25mΩ

6.10.13 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 25mΩ

6.10.13 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J6, 25mΩ

6.11.1
Record the certified value of the

joint standard
______________mΩ 5mΩ nominal J5

6.11.1 Record the value of the wire ______________mΩ <1.5mΩ J5

6.11.3
Record the certified value of the

joint standard
______________mΩ 0.5mΩ nominal J7

6.11.3 Record the value of the wire ______________mΩ <1.5mΩ J7

6.11.5
Record the certified value of the

joint standard
______________mΩ 50mΩ nominal J8

6.11.5 Record the value of the wire ______________mΩ <1.5mΩ J8

6.11.8 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 5mΩ

6.11.8 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 5mΩ

6.11.9 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 5mΩ

6.11.9 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 5mΩ

1.1.1 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 5mΩ

1.1.1 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 5mΩ
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Para Test or Data Type Result
Notes or

Circle Answer
Notes

6.11.11 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 5mΩ

6.11.11 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 5mΩ

6.11.12 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 0.5mΩ

6.11.12 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 0.5mΩ

6.11.13 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 0.5mΩ

6.11.13 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 0.5mΩ

1.1.1 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 0.5mΩ

1.1.1 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 0.5mΩ

6.11.15 DisplayV CalcAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 0.5mΩ

6.11.15 DisplayV MeasAve ______________mΩ COP POP
CIP PIP J9, 0.5mΩ

Calibration Technician __________________ Date ____________

Certifying Agent __________________ Date ____________
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11 POST CALIBRATION DATA SHEET

The following Calibration Data Record shall be used to document the results of the calibration procedure.
Calibration shall be required on an annual basis, within 12 months from the previous calibration. Calibration
data records shall be archived for a minimum of 6 years by the user.

Record the certified value (not the nominal value) for all the loop and joint standards.

Manufacturer: The Boeing Company

Name: Loop Resistance Tester Assembly

Part Number: 906-10247-2

LRT Serial Number: S/N __________________

Drive coupler Serial Number: S/N __________________ as marked on face of LRT if applicable

Sense coupler Serial Number: S/N __________________ as marked on face of LRT if applicable

Property Number (User Supplied) _____________________

CALIBRATION DATA RECORD

Paragraph Test Information LRT Measurement in mΩ
or Notes

% error Pass / Fail

7.2 ______________mΩ Certified value for the
2mΩ loop standard

N/A N/A

7.2 _______________°C Ambient temperature N/A N/A

7.2 ______________mΩ Loop value corrected for
temp. See section 3.20

N/A N/A

7.2.1
Use the temperature corrected

value to calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.2.2
Use the temperature corrected

value to calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.3 ______________mΩ Certified value for the
8.5mΩ loop standard

N/A N/A

7.3 _______________°C Ambient temperature N/A N/A
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Paragraph Test Information LRT Measurement in mΩ
or Notes

% error Pass / Fail

7.3 ______________mΩ Loop value corrected for
temp. See section 3.20

N/A N/A

7.3.1
Use the temperature corrected

value to calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.3.2
Use the temperature corrected

value to calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.4 ______________mΩ Certified value for the
14mΩ loop standard

N/A N/A

7.4 _______________°C Ambient temperature N/A N/A

7.4 ______________mΩ Loop value corrected for
temp. See section 3.20

N/A N/A

7.4.1
Use the temperature corrected

value to calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.4.2
Use the temperature corrected

value to calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.5 ______________mΩ Certified value for the
3600mΩ loop standard

N/A N/A

7.5 _______________°C Ambient temperature N/A N/A

7.5 ______________mΩ Loop value corrected for
temp. See section 3.20

N/A N/A

7.5.1
Use the temperature corrected

value to calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.5.2
Use the temperature corrected

value to calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.7.1 ______________mΩ Certified value for J2,
25mΩ nominal shunt

N/A N/A

7.7.2
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.7.3
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.7.4
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.7.5
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.8.1 ______________mΩ Certified value for J4,
3600mΩ nominal shunt

N/A N/A

7.8.2
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL
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Paragraph Test Information LRT Measurement in mΩ
or Notes

% error Pass / Fail

7.8.3
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.8.4
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.8.5
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.9.1 ______________mΩ Certified value for J6,
5mΩ nominal shunt

N/A N/A

7.9.2
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.9.3
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.9.4
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.9.5
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.9.6 ______________mΩ Certified value for J6,
25mΩ nominal shunt

N/A N/A

7.9.7
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.9.8
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.9.9
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.9.10
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.10.1 ______________mΩ Certified value for J9,
5mΩ nominal shunt

N/A N/A

7.10.2
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.10.3
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.10.4
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.10.5
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.10.6 ______________mΩ Certified value for J9,
0.5mΩ nominal shunt

N/A N/A

7.10.7
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL
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Paragraph Test Information LRT Measurement in mΩ
or Notes

% error Pass / Fail

7.10.8
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.10.9
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

7.10.10
Use the certified value to

calculate % error
______________mΩ _______% PASS / FAIL

Calibration Technician __________________ Date ____________

Certifying Agent __________________ Date ____________


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































